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Ii.t roduct Ion

The pololdal coils for STARFiKK conslRt of
three «ysteo«: (1) equilibria field <KF) col 1B;
(2) ohnle heating (OH) colls; and (?) correction
field (CF) coJli, The KF coilr. nrv. supercon-
ducting and lie outside the toroidal field (TF)
colls. These colls provide the bulk of the
equilibrium field necessary to It cap the plnran
positioned in the vacuua clumber v U h the de-
sired cross sectional shape am! pressure and
current distributions. Having thi-se coils out-
side of the TF coils requires that, they have a
larger stored energy and larger currents but
easts the assembly, rair.teji.ince, ami reliability
of the colls. The STAXFIRE OH systeo is rela-
tively saall compared to lotcn^iks ir. whf-.'h the
current is entirely ohaically driven. It Is
designed to provide sufficient flux in the
early startup to raise the plnr.=a current to
the point (1-2 MA) where the rf current drivi
can take over.* The OH system produces no
field in t>ie plasma and so does not affect the
plasma equilibrium field. In addition, the OH
systes is cagretlcally decoupled fron the tF
systea In order that the charging or discturp-
lnt °f o n e systra does not induce voltage in
the other. The OH systeta is set ot caxisua
current before startup and decreases to icro
current during the early part of the startup
ccipared to the EF systea vhich starts fron
tero current. Tlie CF coils are demountable
copper colls located just outside the blan-
Vet and *hleld and Inside the TF colls.
TVrte calls are designed to help vlth the
plasaa Infdation, ciaintain equlHbrlua In
the event of sudden changes In the plasaa
pcsltlon, and to prevent end control disrup-
tions. The current in these colls can be
changed cuch faster and core easily than that
In the external EF colls. The locations of
these colls In STAXFIRE are shown In Fl|. 1.

Fig, 1. Fololdal coll locations.

Mil!) Equilibrium .

The reference r.aEnetohydrodynanic (HUD) cqul-
librivir, which the poloidal coils help provide and
rJilntair., has a ckln current ClstrlSutlon with a
total current of 10 !!A. The cross section J.s
r.odcrntcly D-shapcd vith an olonpation of c •• 1.6.
The toic-lda] nvcrage beta is 0.06? and the poloidal
avcraRe beta is relatively !iif,h «t 2.71.* The
sifcty factor is S.I at the llialtcr and 1.2 at the
r.3£ncllc nxis. The r.njor radius Is Rn - 7.0 o, the
ispect ratio Is A - 3.6, and the toroidal field on

the center line Is B'tD 5.8 T.

and C.'l ft'l 1 Current

* Kork supported by the U.S. Department of Encrg".

The EF coils rust produce the required exter-
nal field of the reference MUD equilibrium. (Thla
required field is the total field of the equilib-
rium r.lr.ur. the field of the plasaa current Itself.)
In order to do thla a tentative set of EF coll
lccntlcr.s It chosen and the currents In the coll*
arc calculated so as to '.jike a leant squares fit
to the external field calculated from the M1ID

. The energy of the KF s'.ulca la

or ms wci»w»r is



simultaneously Elninized to the extent that the
error of the least squares fit does not exceed a
value of 0.41. (This value has bten found fron
experience to adequately reproduce the equilib-
riun and the plasma boundary shape.) The nethod
is described in detail In Ref. 2. The coil lo-
cations can thea be riioaen to be thote which
have the lowest 6tored energy for the given ac-
curacy of fit, subject to any engineering restric-
tions on the coil placement. The method can be
further constrained to determine currents such
thet the EF and the OH systens are decoupled;
that is, the mutual inductance, MEP-O H > is neg-
ligibly snail. The stored energy of the STAR-
FIRE EF system is completely ntnimiz'-rt in the
sense that If each of the coils were moved a
snail distance, but not closer to the TF coils,
the coergy would Increase. The distance ("»• 1 m)
from the TF tolls is necessary to reduce eddy
current losses and reduce stray fields which
would effectively lower the usable peak field
in the TF coils.

The OH system is designed in a similar way
excepc that the lease squares fit is nade to
leto field. In this way the OH field produces
no perturbations to the EF field (within the
accuracy of the catch) all over the plasma re-
gion. The OH systen energy is also minimized.

The OH system provides 25 V-s to the plasma.
If more flux were required, additional similar
colls could be added In the center colunn. The
EF system provides 80 V-s to the plasma In ad-
dition to that supplied by the OH system, bu"
on a different time scale.

The location and currents of the EF and
OH coils are given in Table 1, and their design
characteristics are shown In Table 2.

Table 1. Equilibrium-Field and Ohraic-Heating
Coll Locations and Currents

Table 2. Ohreic-Heatlng and Equlllbrlua-Field Coil
FaroEetere

Coil # (ci)
OR
Ceo)

Hl
(cm)

AH
(cm) (KA-turns)

i? Colls

4

S

6

7

92

104

527

1397

90

78

66

86

180

341

914

65

487

914

535

126

72

72

90

126

72

90

-13.82

-9.08

-2.51

-11.35

13.82

6.69

-10.89

OH Coils EF Colls

Sujierconduc tor/Stabi-
lizer

Stability

Cooling

Operating Temperature

Operating Current

KbTi/Cu

Cryostable

Bath Cooled

4.2 K

100 kA

51 >!A-turns

600 MA-m

8.0 T

0.6 T/B

NbTi/Cu

Cryostable

Bath Cooled

4.2 K

100 UA

1400 A/cm2

86 HA-turnB

2900 HA-m

4.5 T

0.2 T/B

1 .

55

- 0

1 GJ

mH

.15 mH

- 0 .024

1 0 .

500

- 0 .

mil

0 GJ

DH

49 nH

Average Current Density 1400 A/cmJ

Total Ansp-tums

Total Aap-melers

Peak Field

Maximum dB/dt (Normal
Operation)

Stored Energy (Self)

Self-Inductance

Mutual Inductance with
Plasma*

Mutual Inductance

"EF-OH

Based on equivalent parallel current of 200 kA.

Forces on EF and OH Coils

The six OH coils and eight EF coils all exert
r-agnetic forces on each other. In addition, the
plasmo exerts magnetic forces on all the poloidal
colls. Because the plasma, OH coil, and EF coil
currents all vary differently with time, the time
development of these forces Is rather complex.
The plasma current builds up gradually over 7 nin.;
the EF coil current builds up over the sane tine,
but not with an Identical time profile. The tine
development of the OH coil current consists of
gradually driving the current to - I Q before plasaa
initiation and then driving it to zero at a con-
stant rate for 14 s. For calculating the forces on
the coils, the following simplified tiise histories
were assumed:

0 S t < 14

t > 14

0 S t < 20

20 £ t < 420

t > 420 (4)

0 < t < 20 ;

20 S t < 220

220 < t < 420

t S: 420

X0H " *u

- 0

Ip - Io 0.015 t

- Io (0.00175 t + 0.265)

T E F - Io 0.00975 t

- l0 (0.00073 t + 0.1804)

- l0 (0.003295 t - 0.3839)

- I



where time t 1B In Beconda, and Io - 200 kA for
the OH and EF coil6 and 10.1 HA for Che plasma.
The resulting forccB are shown in Figs. 2-4. Be-
cause the current in the OH colls is greatest
when those in the EF coils and plasma are zero,
and vice versa, the forces on the OH coils are
predooinantly thj forces they exert on each
other. Similarly, almost all of the forces on
the EF colls reach their naxiotin when the plasoia
and EF coil currents attain their full values.

Although the forces are large, they are not
unaanageable. For example, when the OH coils
are carrying full current, coil fl experiences
an axial force of 90.0 JT: directed toward coil
12, and coil 12 experiences a force of 107.5 MS
directed toward coil #1. The larger force
divided by the soaller area (7.75 n2) corres-
ponds to a conpressive stress of only 13.9 iCi/m2

(2010 psi). A potentially nore troublesone
force is that on coil J7, the 28.8 a dia-T.eter
EF coil. The axial force of 79.1 MN Bust be
supported at the twelve TF coils it encircles.

Conductor for EF end OH Colls

The conductor design chosen 'or the EF and
OH coils is a flat cable consisting of 26 basic

HUE,

4 6 8 10 12 14

Fig. 3. EF c o i l s , axinl forces .nd currents.

10 20 100 200 300 <00 500

TIMC, I

Fig. 4. P.ndlal force per unit length on EF
coi l s .

Fig. 2. OH Colls: Forces and Current.



cables cabled around a central pultruded fiber-
glass strip, 11.9 en by 0.2 cm, as shown In
Fig. 5. The strip serves to ensure mechanical
and dimensional stability during the conductor
cabling and coil winding. The conductor carries
100 kA; equivalent 200 kA operation is achieved
by operating coils located syrjietrically above
and belou the midplane in parallel.

Each basic cable consists of Blx copper and
superconductor subcables cabled around a central
0.38 en diameter stainless steel nultistrand
cable. The stainless steel is introduced to in-
crease the tensile strength of the basic cable.
The subcables are electrically insulated from
each other to reduce eddy current losses in the
cable during charging and discharging.

Each subcable consists of six 0.08 ca. di-
ao££er superconducting wires cabled around a
copper wire of the saae size and with twelve
core copper wires cabled around the supercon-
ducting wires. (See Fig. 5.) In this cable,
the superconducting wires are all fully trans-
posed.

Good electrical contact, attained through
soldering, between the superconductor wires
and copper wires in each subcable provides cryo-
stabilicy for the cable, while the electrical
Insulation between subcables reduces eddy cur-
rent losses. In this way, the conductor provides

CV.M5E0 vi[« Of

*tf*

Hi ti.uiai:
IN en

BS5IC CiBlE
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the compromise between cryostability and low ac !
1O6BCB which is required for a pulsed cryostable •
magnet. The heat flux on the surface of the cable
when the superconducting wires are in the normal
state will be 0.2 W/cm2; the heat flux due to the
ac losses is estimated to be 0.01 W/cm2. ,

I
EP and OH Coil Layout

The colls are pancake wound. Erch cable is
enclosed top, bottom, and on one side by a fiber-
glass la:-lnar» spacer (G-10), which transmits axial
and radial stresses. The top and bottom of the
spacer have only fifty percent coverage, to permit
helium flow past the conductor. On the other side
of the conductor is a pultruded fiberglass band,
with a longitudinal central groove and fully cut-
out "mouse holes*1. The central groove and couse
holes percit free flow of helium coolant horizon- '
tally and vertically. (See Fig. 6.) '

i
Two s t a i n l e s s s t e e l bands 0.476 cm t h i c k are

wound with the conductor to support aga ins t the
hoop tens ion r e s u l t i n g from the magnetic fo rces .

0318

15 46

34S -

2 5« FIBFRGLSSS
LAMINATE.
SPACER

b. DIMENSIONS IN

r i g . 5 . Cabled conductor for OH and EF c o i l s . Fig. 6. Support for OH and EF c o i l conductor.



The coll structure, with layer-to-layer helium
channels, banding, and helium vessel Is shown In
Fig. 7.' Plates of G-10, 25-ca thick, are placed
between pancakes. Both sides of the G-10 plate
will have cooling channels (0.64 cm x 0.47 cm)
In the radial direction. The two plates at the
top and bottoa will be S-cm thick to have addi-
tional cooling channels.

- VACUUM UN*

C00U0 Sl-'ElO

• Fig. 7. Structure of outer OH and EF coils.

Correction Field Colls

The CF colls of STARF1RE are used to con-
trol the vertical end horizontal position of the
plasma. These coils are not energized until the
plasma is off center; then the power supplies
are turned on to restore the plasma to its cor-
rect position. The four CF colls typically
operate at about 101 duty factor. They are
placed outside the blanket and shield so that
they experience a relatively low neutron dosage.
The design parameters for these coils are shown
In Table 3.

The coil design chosen for the STARF1RE
CF coils is very similar to the one adopted for
the top end bottom field shaping coils of the
General Atomic PGFS design.3 The current
ratings are similar, and the radiation dusage
and radial and vertical forces are less for
the STARFIRE CF colls than for the FGFR F-
coils.

The most critical part of the CF coll de-
sign liec in the dcaour.toble joints. Fig. 8
Is a Joint concept applicable to STARFIRE. As
shown, each Joint coi.sistE of two pressure
plates and a nunber of clamping bolts which

Table 3. STARTIRE CF Coil Design Parameters

Coll Number Coll 8

R (a)

Z (m)

Amp-turns

B r (T)

Bz (T)

fr (K/m)

tz (N/m)

AR (m)

AZ (m)

ov (N/m2)

Tz (H)

4,807

5.044

-0.5 >

200

-0.02

-0.02

1.0 x

1.0 x

0.3

0.2

1.0 x

3.0 x

< 10 6

10"

10"

106

10s

arameters

Coll

10.159

4.864

-0.9 x

10

-0.02

-0.11

9.9 x

1.8 x

0.3

0.3

1.4 x

9

10*

lO"

lO" .

107

1.1 x io"

Peak I2P. power (total) - 2.3 MW.

Peak inductive power (total) - 210 KW.

Fig. 8. STARFIRE correction field coil joint con-
ct^t design.

apply the necessary pressure to all ten indi-
vidual joints. Sufficient fractional force
can be pc!\errtr ' between the joints to overcome
the hoop force. Alumina Insulation slabs are
placed between turns and between the clamping bolts
and also the pressure plates to achieve the neces-
sary insulation. Each coil segocnt hes its own
coolant circuits whose connections nust be made
independently of the clamping assembly.

CR Coll Horizontal Motion Correction

The equation of radial motion of a toroidal
plasma column of circular cross section lo



«* -f v; a
oR V3

) - 2i!RIpBv (2)

where H 1B the total plaszx mass, R is the plasma
major radius, Ip 1B the plasma toroidal current,
and a is the plasna minor radius. Eq. (2) is not
strictly valid for a high beta plasna such as in
STARFIRE, but it should be sufficiently accurate
to indicate the features of the control system.
The quantity, 6p, is given by B - 2u_F/Bp, where
•p is the average plasma pressure, B is the
poloidal magnetic field, and l± is the plasma
Internal inductance. The vertical field, By,
includes an EF coil contribution, Bvo, which is
assumed constant in time during a plasnw excur-
sion, as well as the contribution, Bu, due to
induced curtents ir. a conducting shell surround-
ing the plasaa and the contribution, Bc, due to
control colls.

For a shift, X, in plasma radial position,
Eq. (2) can be expanded about the equilibrium
cajor radius, R,,, using R • Ro + X, and the
minor radius, ao, using a - aQ (1 + X/2RO) . The
resulting expression describes conservation of
toroidal magnetic flux, and the expression for
By becooes

" <Bv C3)

vhere n is the index of curvature of the exter-
nally applied vertical field, which is deter-
mined by the locations and curients of the
exterior EF coils.

from Eq. (2) the radial expansion force is
a function of the plasaa current, Ipl the inter-
nal Inductance, Ij, and the poloidal beta, Bp.
Motion of the plasma column nay be triggered by
changes in these parameters on a lice scale
shorter than which the vertical field, Byo, is
able to respond. Changes in l± or fl_ cay be
brought on by K1ID activity which rapidly changes
the profiles of current density or pressure.
Overall changes In Ip may occur due to minor
disruptions. In order to prevent rapid sub-
sequent loss of plasma equilibrium, a change in
the magnetic fields, Bc and Bu, nust occur.

As typical perturbations to Eq. (2), the
following parameter disturbances are considered:

I - I (1 - liX/R ) (1 + 81 /I )P po o p po

For the case of small displacements, X/RQ << 1,
Eq. (2) may be linearized to yield

X B + B
F = ^ r — S - - «S , (5)B

where

n-,-1

8R I, -3
A - In —^ + B + -~—o a po 2

(6)

Bvo

U I Ao o o

61

V
28B + SI.

P 1
2A

The left-hand term of Eq. (2) is neglected, since '
it describes motion on the tine scale of the
poloidal Alfvdn tine, and only the long time-scale
motion is sought in Eq. (5). If there is no con- :
ducting wall, the displacement grows at the :

poloidal Aflvdn speed when T > 0 or oscillates at
the Alfvdn frequency when V < 0. When a conducting
shell Is present, the growth rate becomes the re-
sistive time constant of the wall. Thus, It is ;
Important to have a conducting wall and to design j
the reactor to-have P < 0 for stability. In the
STARFIRE design, these conditions are maintained '
by making the vacuum chamber wall and the neutron
multiplier behind the first wall into toroidally
continuous conductors of low electrical resistance
end by the fact that the EF coil field naturally '•
satisfies r < 0. i

CF Coil Vertical Hotion Correction

The horizontal motion of a plasma column is
stable If F < 0 is natlcfied. However, the verti-
cal motion Is unstable when the curvature index of
the vertical field is negative, as it unavoidably
is for an elongated plasma. The growth rate for
this Instability io also of the order of the
poloidal Alfve'n tine, if no conducting shell exists
to slow the motion.

The equation of motion of the plasna column
for a vertical displacement In the Z direction is
given by

Bpo

vhere the quantities subscripted vith a zero
are the equilibrium quantities, and p is s con-
stant chosen to conserve the poloidal cagnetic
flux.

Hi' - 2nR 1 B
o p vr

(7)

vhere B v [ Is the radial component of the nngnctlc '
field due to the EF coils. This field consists of

* a -nzh/R (8)



plus the radial field due to Image currents
flowing In an Inductive first vail of minor
radius r..

B - t i n I /2irr2 , (9)
ur u o o u

where t u - 1/2 vooaru Is the I./R time constant
of the va i l , and i Is the thickness of the wal l ,
assumed small in comparison to the plasma minor
radius. For the long time-scale mode Eq. (7)
reduces to

b
i + z X- + c _£ , (10)

vhere

1 - -

2. K. Evans, Jr., D. A. Ehst and F. HeseerBchmldt,
"Equilibrium Field Coil Considerationa for
Tokamak Reactors," Proe. 3rd Topl-al Meeting
on the Technology of Controlled Nuclear Fusion.
ANS ?ub. Ko. COHF-780508, Vol. 2, p. 1084 (1978).

3. General Atomic Company THS Project, "Status
Report for FY-1978," General Atomic Report, ;
GA-A15100, Vol. VI (1978). j

4. V. S. Mukhovatov and V. D. Shafranov, Nuclear
Fuaion, 11_, p. 605 (1971).

5. L. R. Turner, et al., "Electromagnetic Effects
Involving E Tokamak Reactor Blanket and Shield,"
Fourth ASS Topical Meeting on the Technology of
Controlled Kuclear Fusion, King of Prussia, PA
Toctober 14-17, 1980), paper E14.

(11)

Bj Is the radial component of a magnetic field
disturbance, and bo is the dimension of the
plasma in the z-dlrection.

The solution to Eq. (10) is

t'̂ 1- (12)

for a step-function disturbance. The growth rate
of the cot Ion is

(13)

vhlch, for STARFIRE paraneters (n a -0.5, Ao =
5) Is about four times the first wall time con-
stant of 300 ms. Because the vertical displace-
ment Is unstable even if the Initial disturbance
Is saall, feedback control of a dlsturban-e cust
be cade on a tine scale of about iu or slicrtfr
in order to Halt the displacement to a cnall
fraction of the plas=a Einor radius. A further
discussion of the first vail and blanket/shield
effects is given in Ref. 5.
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